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EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
DELEGATION FOR RELATIONS WITH AUSTRALIA AND NEW 

ZEALAND

14th EP/New Zealand Interparliamentary Meeting

11 October 2007

Brussels

SUMMARY REPORT

1. Opening of the meeting

The Chairman of the EP Delegation, Mr CHICHESTER, opened the meeting at 15.10 
hours.  He welcomed members, noting that attendance was a very important 
prerequisite for the next IPM in New Zealand that was scheduled for April. 

2. Adoption of draft agenda (PE 393.807)

Mr CHICHESTER noted that in addition to the agenda presented to members the 
New Zealand side had asked to discuss EU aid to post-coup Fiji and food security. 
Other issues were trade policy and international credits; the mortgage issue in the 
USA and its effect on the wider world; tax harmonisation; and the EU's views on 
fluctuations in the US dollar exchange rate; transport issues; and the links between the 
European Parliament and national levels of government; broadband and 
telecommunications issues. Mr CHICHESTER wanted to speak on climate change 
and emissions trading; security issues in the South Pacific; and methane emissions 
from animals.

3. EU-New Zealand relations

- trade issues and access of New Zealand goods to EU markets
Mr RACK wanted to raise the issue of emission trading for airline traffic, which was 
currently being examined by the EU. It wanted a system that would have the same 
effects on international transport and the airlines participating throughout the world, 
thereby enabling a level playing field. Talks had started with the USA but had made 
little progress to date. 
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Mr CRAMER understood that all the sulphur that had been reduced in motor traffic 
was being used in shipping. It was important to have an emissions trading system for 
shipping and a limitation of greenhouse gases on ships.

Mr David MARTIN noted that New Zealand was considering an emissions trading 
scheme and wondered whether this was an open scheme that could be linked into the 
EU scheme or was it a closed scheme that applied solely to New Zealand.

Mr JONES thanked the members of the European Parliament delegation for their 
hospitality. He noted that the Labour government had introduced a set of climate 
change policies and had brought out its Energy Conservation Strategy. These policies 
were supported by both main parties and there was no ideological debate. He 
anticipated that the emissions trading scheme would not be closed and that there 
would be international trade. It was important that the compliance, monitoring and 
audit strategies were adequate and did not undermine the integrity of the Strategy. He 
noted that two reports had been released in the EU that stressed the need for high 
quality monitoring and hoped to have access to this information through the embassy.

One third of New Zealand's US$120 GDP was composed of exports and the most 
significant export was agricultural produce. There was concern that other countries 
might raise the "fuel miles" debate as a fresh trade barrier to an export-led nation. The 
international owners of shipping lines were finding it very expensive to move goods 
to New Zealand and there was a need for port rationalisation. Production in terms of 
the agricultural sector was very energy efficient and this offset the perceived 
emissions associated with long term transportation. 

Agriculture was the only sector excluded at this stage from emissions trading until 
2011-2012. There were technology grants, science and research to improve the quality 
of the stock and pasture management to reduce the methane associated with herds.

Mr CARTER also thanked the delegation for the hospitality. Agriculture was more 
important to New Zealand than almost any other country in the world. There was 
considerable research into managing methane emissions. There were proposals to 
have just one international port for import and export with internal ports and more 
goods being transported by rail. Further discussions on how to manage climate change 
were needed. Cap and trade was generally the most favoured approach but he believed 
that there were other ways to tackle the issue. 

Mr PARISH referred to the growth of dairy farming and the conversion of sheep 
stations to dairy farms in New Zealand. He recognised that there were irrigation 
schemes but asked whether New Zealand would be able to increase its dairy 
production, as rainfall in the South Island varied greatly. The EU was likely to 
increase its milk quotas in response to the growing world demand for dairy products.

Mr TAKKULA asked about the future education strategy in New Zealand and its 
approach to research and development.

Mr TRIANTAPHYLLIDES noted that he had lived in New Zealand and was a 
national of the country. He referred to New Zealand's increasing focus on Asia and 
wanted to learn about its trade relations with that region.
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Mr CARTER stated that water resources were a limitation on New Zealand's 
development. There were tremendous opportunities to expand the dairy industry in 
New Zealand and outlined the possibilities of providing water to the Canterbury 
Plains. The demand for dairy and other food products would continue to grow and 
there would be a focus on food security. New Zealand had always put a focus on 
immigrants having skills and who could contribute to the economy. There were also 
family reunions and refugees.

Mr JONES noted that there would probably be a slower rate of conversion of land 
from forestry to dairy because of climate change. The New Zealand dairy industry 
was beginning to invest in Uruguay and Ukraine. It was also investing in Australia, 
although there were problems of water security. A range of tax incentives for firms 
were being introduced if they were to invest in research and development. There was 
currently a debate over whether these tax incentives should also be available to 
multinationals. New Zealand was committed to ongoing investment in education. The 
big challenge in the education system was integrating immigrants into education and 
ensuring that they had the proper skills. The majority of immigrants were till 
Europeans and the level of Asian immigrants was decreasing as they favoured going 
to Australia.

Mr CARTER raised the issue of nitrates and pollution of waterways. One of the 
biggest problems was human waste, much of which was going into landfill. It was 
being used increasingly for fertilisation of pastures and lessons could be learned from 
Europe. New Zealand had a world class education system that worked very well for 
80% of children. There was increasing emphasis on practical rather than academic 
skills. 

Mrs STARKEVICIUTE noted that the directive on investment management would 
enter into force in November and that it was aimed at liberalising the investment 
market. There was also a directive on capital adequacy in banks - Basel Two that 
would represent a major reform of the banking system in Europe. Work was also 
underway on the Solvency Two directive which covered the insurance sector. 
Attempts were being made to enhance cooperation with parliamentarians around the 
world in order to find common ground for the legislation. This cooperation was 
already well developed with the US Congress and this could be extended to New 
Zealand as there would be effects of the EU legislation on the market in that country. 
A delegation was also going to Japan as part of this process of cooperation. 

Mr TARAND raised the issue of bio energy and wanted to learn about whether forests 
were included as biomass for energy production in the plan to tackle climate change.

Mr KOTEREC noted that New Zealand was very active in security matters and 
international peace-keeping missions. He wanted details on discussions in New 
Zealand on the issue of Afghanistan. 

Mr JONES stated that the main approach had been to encourage on-going forest 
investment because of the capacity of forests to absorb greenhouse gases. In the last 
two years there had been lively discussions about who should own the rights of the 
carbon absorption capacity of the forests: i.e. whether it should be the state or the 
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owners of the forest. Recently the government had agreed that the owners of forests 
should have the ability to trade the carbon rights of the forests. Forest owners would 
also own the liabilities when they cut down the forests. New Zealand was a significant 
leader in plantation forestry and looked forward to it being a carbon sink. 

New Zealand had not suffered the problems of banks in Germany and in the UK in 
term of a liquidity crisis. High interest rates in New Zealand encouraged people to 
invest in the country and its dollar was rising dangerously, which caused pain for the 
export sector. 

New Zealand troops were serving under NATO in Afghanistan and there was no 
intention to withdraw them. So far they had not suffered any fatalities and were 
largely involved in capacity building activities. One New Zealand soldier had been 
awarded the Victoria Cross. There were a small number of refugees from Afghanistan 
in New Zealand and there was a relatively liberal approach to their admission. 

Mr CARTER wanted to raise the issue of food security and noted that after the 
Second World War the world had 400 days of food storage and that currently it was 
14 days. This had been caused by climate change, the growing use of grain for fire 
fuels, drought in Australia and the growing demand from non-traditional dairy and 
meat countries such as India and China. This was a major challenge for the world and 
could be a greater threat than climate change. He was keen to learn more about the 
development of greater food productivity in Europe.

Mr PARISH agreed and stressed that food security had recently become an issue in 
Europe. He noted for example that cereal supply was the lowest it had been for 25 
years and cost three times as much as last year. Bio-fuels had had a particular effect in 
the USA. The EU had got rid of "set-aside" enabling farmers to plant on previously 
fallow land. Although "set-aside" land had made up 10% of land it had tended to be 
the less productive land so production was only likely to increase by 5 to 6%. The EU 
was going to have to face the GM issue as there were currently restrictions on certain 
GMO agriculture imports from the USA, such as Hercules maize. It would be very 
costly to feed livestock in the coming winter because of the increased price of cereals. 
Another issue was whether it would be permitted to licence and grow GMO crops in 
the future. Monsanto claimed that they had wheat and oil seed rapes which required 
only a third of the nitrogen to be grown. There was concern about GM products but it 
was not clear whether this level of concern would remain in the light of reduced 
supplies of food. There was also a morality in food production and Europe needed to 
play its role in producing food for the world.

Mr CHICHESTER declared an interest as the owner of a part share in a small forest in 
New Zealand.

Mr CRAMER stated that a large number of consumers did not want to buy genetically 
modified food and wanted a broad debate on labelling. People needed to know what 
they were buying. In the USA many consumers did not want genetically modified 
food. Some farmers suffered when genetically modified grain was blown by the wind 
onto their land from neighbouring farms. In Baden-Würtemburg there had been an 
agreement between the Christian Democrats and the Greens to keep out genetically 
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modified production as well as building a large railway station in Stuttgart. He was 
convinced that consumers would not accept genetically modified food.

Mr CARTER agreed that food labelling would become more important but he 
believed that the need to be fed would be increasingly significant for people. He 
wondered what the response of the international community would be in the future
towards badly governed countries such as Zimbabwe which were not producing the 
food that they were capable of doing. 

Mr James NICHOLSON agreed that security of supply of food and energy would be 
increasingly important for Europe and the world. There was no excess in supply of 
food any more and cheap food no longer existed. It was important to deal with the 
power of multinationals and supermarkets which had had a detrimental effect on the 
quality of food. He believed that true food labelling with details of the country of 
origin of the product was necessary. The cost of feed for animals in the world market 
was rising dramatically and it was essential to ensure adequate supply.

Mr PARISH recalled that he had been an election observer in Zimbabwe in 2000 and 
had subsequently been banned from the country. He believed that stronger "smart" 
sanctions needed to be taken against President Mugabe who had ruined a once 
prosperous country. Farms in the country were now producing 5% of their previous 
level of output. Pressure on food supply meant that there would be greater pressure on 
the international community to sort out countries such as Zimbabwe. Europe's historic 
involvement in Africa meant that it was difficult to act together to tackle problems.

Mr JONES reminded the meeting that there recently been a coup in Fiji that had led to 
military rule in the country. He had heard reports that the EU was contemplating a 
cessation of aid for the sugar cane industry and would welcome more details. He 
believed that Fiji was part of a broader problem in the Pacific and stressed that
Wellington was taking a hard line on the issue with the Fiji government

Mr CHICHESTER asked if the representative of the Commission was able to speak 
on this matter.  Mr NICHOLSON stated that the advice of the New Zealand side to 
the EU on this matter would be appreciated. He commended the actions taken to date 
by Wellington. 

Mr VANDEBON from the Commission noted that it followed the situation in Fiji 
closely and was happy with the consultations it had with New Zealand and Australia. 
Commissioner MICHEL was holding meetings on the issues on the margins of the 
Pacific islands forum. The EU's only mechanism for exerting pressure on Fiji was 
through the Cotonou Agreement and had invited it to attend the "Article 96" 
consultations. The EU had clarified to the Fijian leadership what it expected with 
respect to a return to democracy and had stressed that sanctions were an option.

Mr CARTER stressed that New Zealand had been very direct with Fiji government 
and he concluded that the EU had adopted a more "softly, softly" approach. He 
believed that this dual approach might indeed be effective.
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Mr JONES stressed that the sugar cane industry in Fiji was a sunset industry and 
recognised that any withdrawal of assistance should not make the situation worse. An 
unstable situation would lead to the flight of refugees to New Zealand. 

He underlined that he and Mr CARTER would seek to prevail upon the Speaker of 
their Parliament to extend the necessary invitation to the European Parliament 
delegation to New Zealand in 28 April 2008.

4. Any other business

There was no other business

5. Place and date of next meeting

Mr CHICHESTER stated that it had been a very useful meeting and looked forward to 
an invitation. He clarified that certain weeks had been set aside in the 2008 calendar 
for external travel by delegations and committees. Mr NICHOLSON stressed that the 
New Zealand parliamentary calendar might not coincide with the timetable for 
external activities of the European Parliament. 

Mr CHICHESTER stated that the next meeting of the delegation would take place 
before the end of the year. He wished the New Zealand parliamentarians well for the 
continuation of their stay in Europe.
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EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
DELEGATION FOR RELATIONS WITH AUSTRALIA 

AND NEW ZEALAND

14th EP/New Zealand Interparliamentary Meeting

10-12 October 2007

Brussels

DRAFT PROGRAMME

Wednesday 10 October 2007

20h40 Arrival at Brussels Airport in Zaventem 
SN2720 from Geneva
(met by EP Protocol)

Renaissance Brussels Hotel
19 Rue du Parnasse 
Brussels, 1050 Belgium 
Phone: +32 2 505.29.29 
Fax:  +32 2 505.25.55

Thursday 11 October 2007

09h25 Arrival of the delegation at the European Parliament

Met by Mr Giles CHICHESTER, Chairman of the European 
Parliament delegation for relations with New Zealand, and the Protocol at entrance 
of ASP Building

09h30 - 11h00 Mr JONES meets with political counterparts from PES (Messrs 
David MARTIN, Milos KOTEREC, Paolo CASACA, Andres TARAND, Brian 
SIMPSON). Includes discussion on taxation issues and US currency fluctuations. 
(Room A5G315)

0930h - 1015hrs Mr CARTER meets with political counterparts in the EPP-ED

10h15 - 1100hrs Mr CARTER to meet with Mr Dirk STERCKX (ALDE, Belgium, 
Transport Committee) to discuss transport issues
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1100hrs Attendance at votes from diplomatic gallery, followed by a tour of 
the European Parliament

12h30hrs Lunch hosted by Mr Giles CHICHESTER, Chairman of the 
European Parliament delegation for relations with New Zealand 

European Parliament, Members' Dining Room Private 
Salon

15h00 hrs Interparliamentary meeting with the European Parliament delegation 
for relations with Australia and New Zealand

European Parliament, meeting room  A5G-2.

1645 hrs approx Departure from European Parliament, return to hotel and leave for 
Flanders

1845hrs Arrive Ieper

Informal dinner at De Kollebloeme (The Poppy) restaurant, Grote Markt. 

VENUE: De Kollebloeme Restaurant
Grotemarkt

Ieper

1945hrs Depart for Menin Gate

2000hrs Attend Last Post ceremony at Menin Gate, Ypres

2025hrs Return to De Kollebloeme for dessert and coffee and depart for Park 
Hotel

2040hrs Arrive Park Hotel, Roeselare,

Park Hotel Izegem
Papestraat 3
8870 Izegem
Tel: 051 33.78.20

Friday 12 October 2007

06h05hrs Depart Park Hotel

06h30 Dawn service at Tyne Cot Cemetery

Tyne Cot Cemetery
TyneCotstraat

Zonnebeke
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07h30hrs Travel to Novotel Hotel, Ieper for breakfast

VENUE: Novotel Ieper Centrum
Sint Jacobsstraat 15

8900 Ieper

Tel. 057 42 96 00

0925hrs Depart hotel

10h00 Ceremonies at Nine Elms Cemetery, laying of wreath.

Nine Elms Cemetery
Helleketelweg,

Poperinge

 Depart for s'Graventafel

1100hrs New Zealand official ceremony at the New Zealand memorial 
'Graventafel

1200hrs Lunch at Regina restaurant

Regina Restaurant
Grote Markt, 45, Ieper

1325hrs Departure for Brussels Airport

15h30hrs Check in at Brussels airport

17h20 Flight for London on BA397
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Staff

Ms Elizabeth WOOLCOTT

Accompanying persons

Ms Leoni WINCH

Ms Ngareta JONES
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H.E. Mr Peter KENNEDY Ambassador

Ms Alison PEARMAN Second Secretary
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